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Measurement of the ultrafast gain recovery in InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots: Beyond a mean-field
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We measured the ultrafast gain recovery dynamics of the ground-state transition in an ensemble of electri-

cally pumped InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots having a nonequilibrium carrier distribution prepared by an optical

prepump pulse. We find that the gain recovery dynamics after optical depletion by the prepump is faster than

without prepump, an effect most pronounced at low temperature �15 K� but observable up to room temperature.

This finding is not consistent with a mean-field description of the carrier distribution and gives direct evidence

that microstates with discrete carrier numbers determine the macroscopic response. The observed dynamics

results from a conditional recovery where microstates with an internal relaxation slower than the depletion lead

time are selectively suppressed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding how the localization of electrons and holes

in semiconductor nanostructures is affecting their dynamics

is of interest to fundamental many-body physics but is also

key to applications in high-speed optoelectronics. Semicon-

ductor quantum dots �QDs� confine carriers on the nano-

meter scale in all three dimensions. They have attracted

growing interest over the past fifteen years, and their poten-

tial for improved-performance devices such as lasers and am-

plifiers has been demonstrated.1 One important question in

the description of the carrier distribution in such small-

volume structures is whether macroscopic observables are

well described by a mean-field theory that uses average state

populations over the ensemble of configurations �originating

from many QDs or a time ensemble over many repeats in a

single QD�. In the literature describing the dynamical behav-

ior of carriers in QD lasers/amplifiers the mean-field ap-

proach is widely utilized with various levels of sophistication

from simple rate equation models to semiconductor Bloch

equations.2–4 On the other hand, it was pointed out in Ref. 5

that when considering QD ensembles in the low-temperature

limit in which thermal re-emission of a carrier from a QD is

much slower than carrier recombination, the assumption of a

population-averaged Fermi distribution function across the

ensemble is flawed. Instead the macroscopic ensemble has to

be described as a superposition of microstates, where a mi-

crostate is defined by the occupation of a QD with a given

discrete number of carriers and its probability is evolving

according to master equations. This model predicts a non-

thermal carrier distribution where dots with different ground-

state �GS� energies are equally occupied on average, due to

the lack of interdot coupling at low temperature and the ran-

domness of carrier capture and recombination events. Such

prediction was indeed supported by the experimental evi-

dence of a minimum in the temperature dependence of the

threshold current in QD lasers6 and in the spectral linewidth

of inhomogeneously broadened QD ensembles.7 In single

quantum dots the power dependence of the photolumines-

cence �PL� emission of exciton complexes at low tempera-

ture has also been explained using microstates.8,9 In terms of

carrier dynamics, it was shown that the time-resolved PL

from multiexcitons in single quantum dots behaves as a cas-

cade evolution of radiative recombination processes since at

any given time only one well defined multiexciton �i.e., mi-

crostate� may exist in the QD.10–12

However, up to now no experiment has been designed to

reveal the failure of the mean-field description for the gain

dynamics of QD lasers/amplifiers and a direct manifestation

of the microstate nature of intradot carrier relaxation in QDs

is still missing. In this work, we provide direct evidence that

the macroscopic response of the gain recovery dynamics in

electrically pumped QD ensembles is a superposition of in-

tradot relaxation dynamics from microstates with discrete

numbers of carriers. Using dual-pump probe differential-

transmission spectroscopy, we can selectively prepare the en-

semble suppressing microstates with slow internal relaxation

dynamics, and demonstrate ultrafast conditional gain recov-

ery not explained by mean-field theory.

II. SAMPLE AND EXPERIMENT

The investigated sample is a p-type-intrinsic-n-type �p-

i-n� ridge waveguide structure of 4 �m width and 0.5 mm

length containing 10 InGaAs dot-in-well layers separated by

33 nm GaAs spacers and sandwiched between 1.5 �m thick

AlGaAs cladding layers �see sketch in Fig. 1�. The wave-

guide was processed with tilted facets ��7°� to avoid back

reflection into the waveguide mode and lasing. Amplified

spontaneous emission spectra at room temperature13 showed

GS excitonic emission near 1.3 �m wavelength with

�36 meV inhomogeneous broadening and emission from

the first optically active excited-state �ES� transition at 60

meV above the GS. The equilibrium carrier density in the

QDs, and accordingly the gain coefficient �g0� of the ampli-

fier at the GS transition, was controlled by the injection cur-

rent applied to the p-i-n diode.13,14 The device temperature

was adjusted between 15 and 300 K in a cold-finger cryostat

with custom-designed windows to enable optical coupling.
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Gain dynamics were measured by pump-probe differential

transmission in heterodyne detection similar to our previous

works,15 extended here to a dual pump scheme. In this tech-

nique, �100 fs Fourier-limited pulses at 76 MHz repetition

rate, with an optical center frequency in resonance with the

GS transition energy, are divided into a prepump, a pump, a

probe, and a reference beam. Prepump, pump, and probe

beams are shifted by radio-frequency amounts of 81 MHz,

80 MHz, and 79 MHz, respectively, using acousto-optic

modulators and coupled into the transverse electric wave-

guide mode. The interference between the transmitted probe

and the unshifted reference is detected at the corresponding

radio frequency by two balanced photodiodes and a lock-in

amplifier. This detection discriminates the probe and allows

the measurement of its amplitude and phase. The delay time

�P between the prepump and pump pulse, and � between

pump and probe pulse �see Fig. 1� is controlled by optical

path lengths using mechanical linear stages.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiment is designed with the first pump pulse act-

ing as strong prepump which fully depletes the GS gain via

stimulated emission. In this way, the QDs interacting with

the prepump are initialized to be close to transparency. The

pulse energy of the prepump is chosen as the minimum value

needed to deplete the GS gain, and is in the order of

�0.5 pJ. After the delay time �P, the pump pulse of smaller

energy �0.05 pJ induces a gain depletion in the small-

perturbation regime for the carrier distribution modified by
the prepump. The resulting gain compression and recovery
dynamics is monitored by the probe pulse of even smaller
energy �0.01 pJ at the delay time � after the pump. The
intensity of prepump and pump is modulated independently,
hence we can sensitively detect the change in the gain �g
induced by the pump only. An example of how the prepump
depletes the GS gain at 15 K is shown in the inset of Fig. 1,
where �g is measured as a function of the prepump pulse
energy immediately after the prepump ��P=�=0.2 ps�. We
note that in the absorption regime at low-injection current
�0.5 mA, g0=−10 cm−1, solid line in the inset of Fig. 1� the
prepump drives the GS transition from absorption ��g�0� to
gain ��g�0�, revealing a coherent interaction regime. A
similar crossover from gain to absorption is still observable
in the gain regime �10 mA, g0=18 cm−1, dashed line in the
inset of Fig. 1�, although of lower visibility, as expected from
a reduction in the GS dephasing time in presence of injected

carriers.16 The prepump energy used to drive the GS to trans-

parency �see arrows in the inset� was chosen according to

such measurements for each injection current and tempera-

ture.

Using a mean-field approach with rate equations for the

dynamics of the carrier distribution functions, it was

predicted17 that the GS gain recovery in the presence of an

optical pulse sequence is limited by the refill carrier dynam-

ics in the ES and wetting layer since they act as a reservoir

for the ultrafast GS recovery.7 As a result, after ultrafast am-

plification of the first pulse, the second pulse in the sequence

generates a gain compression which recovers on a longer

time scale if the delay between the two pulses is shorter than

the recovery of the reservoir states. This effect would limit

the maximum bit rate for optical pulse sequence amplifica-

tion. Our experiments demonstrate that actually the opposite

occurs. This is shown in Fig. 2 where the transient �g �rela-

tive to the gain g experienced by the pump in the presence of

the prepump� versus � is plotted for different delay times �P

at different injection currents and temperatures.18 We clearly

observe a faster gain recovery after the prepump pulse at

small �P, tending to the dynamics without prepump at large

�P. This effect is especially pronounced at low temperatures

when the redistribution of carriers among different dots via

thermal escape into the wetting layer can be neglected. Re-

markably though, even at room temperature at 10 mA injec-

tion current the gain recovery dynamics in the presence of

prepump at the shortest �P used in the experiment is still

faster than without prepump.

In Refs. 14 and 16 we interpreted the gain recovery dy-

namics of QD-amplifiers at low temperature using a mi-

crostate model. In these works, single-pump probe differen-

tial transmission experiments for different injection current

were fitted as a superposition of exponential responses hav-

ing fixed decay times but varying amplitudes. This procedure

models the macroscopic configuration as a superposition of

microstates with given exponential dynamics but varying

probability depending on the injection current. Using the

same basic model, the dynamics observed in Fig. 2 can be

understood in terms of a conditional recovery. Only mi-

crostates with a GS recovery faster than �P will be sensitive

to the second pump and contribute to �g while the others are
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Transient GS gain change in InGaAs QDs

at 40 mA injection current at 15 K as function of the delay time

between pump and probe optical pulses, in the presence of a strong

prepump fully depleting the GS gain. The differential change in the

gain due to the second pump is indicated as �g. A sketch of the

sample is shown. In the inset �g measured for 0.2 ps prepump ��P�

and probe ��� delays is shown versus prepump pulse energy for

different injection currents corresponding to GS absorption �0.5

mA� and gain �10 mA, 40 mA�. Arrows indicate the values of

prepump pulse energies chosen in the transient dual-pump probe

experiments.
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still transparent from the prepump depletion. Since the sub-

ensemble of microstates sensitive to the second pump is se-

lected according to its fast GS recovery, the subsequent de-

cay of �g is faster than the gain recovery without prepump

where all microstates are contributing. This concept is sche-

matically shown in Fig. 3 where for simplicity microstates

are grouped into three types, applicable to the situation at

low temperature where the carrier configuration in a QD is in
its lowest energy state before the optical excitation: �a� no
carriers in the ES, �b� few carriers in the ES, and �c� many
carriers in the ES. After the prepump depletes the GS gain
via stimulated emission �curly arrow in Fig. 3�, the GS oc-
cupation recovers via intradot relaxation followed by recov-
ery of the steady-state equilibrium given by the interplay
between carrier recombination and injection.16 Microstates
with no carriers in the ES show no intradot relaxation and
contribute to the GS gain recovery only on a longer time
scale, represented by �a�100 ps. Microstates with few car-
riers in the ES show a faster GS gain recovery via phonon-
mediated intradot dynamics represented by �b�10 ps. Mi-
crostates with many carriers in the ES have an ultrafast GS
gain recovery due to the large number of intradot relaxation
channels via Auger-type Coulomb interaction19 represented
by �c�1 ps. If �c��P��b only microstates of type c con-
tribute to �g, and its dynamics is governed by the intradot
thermalization of this type of microstates, hence on the �c

time scale. With increasing �P also microstates of type b �for
�P��b� and eventually type a �for �P��a� contribute to �g,

resulting in a slower recovery of �g with increasing �P, as

measured. One needs also to keep in mind that the recovery

of �g actually corresponds to the dynamics from microstates

with one electron-hole pair less in the ES as a result of the

prepump optical depletion. For microstates of type c this

reduced ES reservoir has little influence on their intradot

dynamics which remain ultrafast. However, when the other

microstates come into play for �P��a one eventually does

observe that the recovery of �g is slower than in the absence
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Differential change �g of the gain induced by the second pump relative to the gain g experienced by the second

pump in the presence of the prepump for different delay times �P between prepump and pump. The temperature, injection current, and modal

gain without prepump g0 for each set of measurements is indicated. Gain recovery dynamics in the absence of prepump are shown for

comparison �dotted lines�. On the top-left panel fit to the data are also shown �thin lines�.
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Microstates of type b and c have internal relaxation dynamics

�black arrow� with time constants �b and �c, respectively, to recover
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occupation and contribute to �g, i.e., the microstates a and b are

suppressed as schematically shown by the black frames.
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of prepump. This is shown in Fig. 2 at 15 K when the level

of injection current is sufficiently low to see a significant

contribution from microstates with only few carriers.

Consistently with the microstate model discussed above,

we have fitted �g measured at 15 K for a series of �P and

injection currents using a four-component exponential re-

sponse function of variable amplitudes �Ai , i=1 , . . . ,4� but

fixed time constants of �1=0.17 ps, �2=1.7 ps, �3=33 ps,

and �4=330 ps chosen to fit the whole series, which deter-

mines them to �10% uncertainty. Examples of fits to the

data are shown in Fig. 2 top left. The dependence of the

amplitudes on �P is shown in Fig. 4. Remarkably, the ampli-

tudes of �2 �circles� and �3 �triangles� are scaling with 1

−exp�−�P /�2,3� �, which is the probability that a microstate

with exponential dynamics of decay time �2,3� has recovered

after the delay �P following the initial GS depletion by the

prepump. In other words, they scale as expected from a

conditional recovery after the prepump. For the amplitudes

of �1 and �4, we do not find such a dependence. For the �4

time scale this is expected since it is given not by the intradot

dynamics but by the recovery of the equilibrium carrier den-

sity via recombination and injection, hence it is common to

all QDs and independent of the specific microstate. �1 instead

is close to our temporal resolution, and can be influenced

by instantaneous contributions such as two-photon

absorption.16,20 We note that �2,3� is somewhat smaller than

�2,3, for example, for g0=25 cm−1 �Fig. 4 bottom right�
�2�=1 ps and �3�=5 ps. Also we find that �2,3� depends on the

injection current. This observation can be understood consid-

ering two effects. First, microstates contributing to �g after

the recovery from the prepump GS depletion will have one

electron-hole pair less in the ES and hence their internal

dynamics measured by the gain recovery after the second

pump represented by �2,3 will be slightly slower than �2,3� due

to the reduced ES reservoir. Second, even at low temperature

a large number of microstates contribute to the macroscopic

response, particularly at high injection currents. The fourfold

exponential fit does not capture each individual microstate

but represents only a coarse division into microstate types.

The inferred �� hence represents a mixture of contributions

from the superposition of subensembles of microstates which

changes with injection current.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, using a dual-pump probe technique we pro-

vide direct evidence that the gain recovery dynamics in elec-

trically pumped InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots is a superposi-

tion of intradot relaxation dynamics from microstates with

different discrete number of carriers, rather than the dynam-

ics of an average carrier number commonly employed in

mean-field theory. The effect manifests as a gain recovery in

the presence of a strong optical prepump which is faster than

without prepump. This phenomenon, opposite to the expec-

tations from the commonly used rate equation models with

mean-field carrier distribution functions, is the result of a

conditional gain recovery where microstates with fast inter-

nal dynamics are selected by probing shortly after the

prepump. The effect is particularly evident at low tempera-

ture but is still present at room temperature, beneficial for

practical applications aiming at the ultrafast amplification of

an optical pulse sequence for high-speed optical signal pro-

cessing.
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